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The P versus NP problem is to determine whether every language a epted
by some nondeterministi Turing ma hine in polynomial time is also a epted
by some deterministi Turing ma hine in polynomial time. Unquestionably
this problem has aught the interest of the mathemati al ommunity. For
example, it is the rst of seven million-dollar \Millennium Prize Problems"
listed by the Clay Mathemati s Institute [www. laymath.org℄. The Riemann
Hypothesis and Poin are Conje ture, both mathemati al lassi s, are farther
down the list. On the other hand Fields Medalist Steve Smale lists P versus
NP as problem number three, after Riemann and Poin are, in \Mathemati al
Problems for the Next Century" [Sma98℄.
But P versus NP is also a problem of entral interest in omputer s ien e.
It was posed thirty years ago [Coo71, Lev73℄ as a problem on erned with
the fundamental limits of feasible omputation. Although this question is
front and enter in omplexity theory, NP- ompleteness proofs have be ome
pervasive in many other areas of omputer s ien e, in luding arti ial intelligen e, data bases, programming languages, and omputer networks (see
[GJ79℄ for 300 early examples).
If the question is resolved, what would be the onsequen es? Consider rst a
proof of P=NP. It is possible that the proof is non onstru tive, in the sense
that it does not yield an algorithm for any NP- omplete problem. Or it might
give an impra ti al algorithm, for example running in time n100 . In either
of these ases the proof would probably have few pra ti al onsequen es
other than to disappoint omplexity theorists. However experien e has shown
that when natural problems are proved to be in P, a feasible algorithm
an be found. There are potential ounterexamples to this assertion, most
famously the deep results of Robertson and Seymour [RS95℄. They prove
that every minor losed family of graphs an be re ognized in time O(n3 ),
1 This is mostly abstra ted from the author's arti le \The
available at www. laymath.org/prizeproblems/pvsnp.htm.
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but their algorithm has su h huge onstants it is not pra ti al. But pra ti al
algorithms are known for some spe i minor- losed families (su h as planar
graphs), and possibly ould be found for other examples if suÆ ient e ort is
expended.
If P=NP is proved by exhibiting a truly feasible algorithm for an NPomplete problem su h as SATISFIABILITY (de iding whether a olle tion
of propositional lauses has a satisfying assignment), the pra ti al onsequen es would be stunning. First, most of the hundreds of problems shown
to be NP- omplete an be eÆ iently redu ed to SATISFIABILITY, so many
of the optimization problems important to industry ould be solved. Se ond,
mathemati s would be transformed, be ause omputers ould nd a formal
proof of any theorem whi h has a proof of reasonable length. This is be ause
formal proofs (say in Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory) are easily re ognized by
eÆ ient algorithms, and hen e bounded proof existen e is in NP. Although
the formal proofs may not be intelligible to humans, the problem of nding
intelligible proofs would be redu ed to that of nding a good re ognition algorithm for formal proofs. Similar remarks apply to the fundamental problems
of arti ial intelligen e: planning, natural language understanding, vision,
and even reative endeavors su h as omposing musi and writing novels. In
ea h ase su ess would depend on nding good algorithms for re ognizing
good results, and this fundamental problem itself would be aided by the SAT
solver by allowing easy testing of re ognition theories.
One negative onsequen e of a feasible proof that P=NP is that omplexitybased ryptography would be ome impossible. The se urity of the Internet,
in luding most nan ial transa tions, depends on assumptions that omputational problems su h as large integer fa toring or breaking DES (the
Data En ryption Standard) annot be solved feasibly. All of these problems
are eÆ iently redu ible to SATISFIABILITY. (On the other hand, quantum
ryptography would survive a proof of P=NP, and might solve the Internet
se urity problem.)
Now onsider the onsequen es of a proof that P6=NP. Su h a proof might
just answer the most basi of a long list of important related questions that
ould keep omplexity theorists busy far in the future. How large is the
time lower bound for SATISFIABILILITY: is it barely super polynomial
or is it truly exponential, or is it in between? Does it apply just for the
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worst ase inputs, or are there onvin ing average ase lower bounds [Lev86,
Gur91℄? What about lower bounds for NP approximation problems [Vaz01℄?
Are there lower bounds for problems su h as integer fa torization that are
redu ible to NP problems but may not be NP-hard? In general, proving
the se urity of ryptographi proto ols su h as RSA or DES is mu h harder
than proving P6=NP.

Most omplexity theorists, in luding the author, believe that P6=NP (see
[Gas02℄ for a re ent poll). I would summarize the argument in favor of P6=NP
by saying that we are really good at inventing eÆ ient algorithms, but really
bad at proving algorithms don't exist. There are powerful te hniques whi h
are part of the standard undergraduate omputer s ien e urri ulum for devising eÆ ient algorithms for diverse problems. Millions of smart people,
in luding engineers and programmers, have tried hard for many years to nd
a provably eÆ ient algorithm for one or more of the 1000 or so NP- omplete
problems, but without su ess.
Contrast this with the e orts of the small set of mathemati ians who seriously
work on proving P6=NP. There are reasons why the main te hniques tried
for proving omplexity lower bounds may not work for showing P6=NP: a
proof based on diagonalization annot relativize [BGS75℄, and a proof based
on Boolean ir uit lower bounds annot be \natural" [RR97℄. Further, there
are natural omplexity lass separations whi h we know exist but we annot
prove. Consider the sequen e of omplexity lass in lusions

LOGSPACE  P  NP  PSPACE
A simple diagonal argument shows that the rst is a proper subset of the
last, so it follows that one of the three adja ent in lusions must be proper.
But no proof is known that any parti ular one is proper.
Assuming that P6=NP, when and if will a proof be found? Apparently by
the year 2100, if one believes the majority opinion from the poll [Gas02℄.
It is diÆ ult to say whether mu h progress has been made to date, sin e
there is no onvin ing program toward nding a proof. There are re ent
beautiful results in omplexity theory involving probabilisti ally he kable
proofs [ALM+ 98℄ and derandomization [ISW99℄ whi h reate deep insights
into the nature of omputation, and it is ni e to think that these ideas will
someday ontribute to a proof of P6=NP.
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